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Un texte de 43 pages, dD a I. B. Pogrebysski et traduit de la 
2e edition russe, termine l’ouvrage en repondant B un souhait 
exprim6 par D. J. Struik de voir son oeuvre complt%6e jusqu’a 
nos jours . 11 Porte sur les mathematiques dans la premiere 
moitie de notre siZ?cle, en insistant sur les mathematiciens 
sovi6tiques. 11 contient beaucoup d’informations sur les 
publications mathematiques (avec des statistiques), les Congrbs, 
les socidtf% savantes, etc., informations tres int&essantes 
quoique n’apportant pas grand chose a la compr6hension en 
profondeur des mathematiques contemporaines. Traiter des 
mathematiques du XXe siscle, en moins de cinquante pages, B 
travers le flot des auteurs et de leurs oeuvres est bien 
difficile: l’histoire devient palmar8s. Chacun peut, suivant 
ses goiits, y d6couvrir des lacunes; elles sont inevitables. 
Plus grave peut-btre est que, dans ce flot, les grandes tendances 
sont noy6es. C’est particuliBrement vrai pour les derniBres 
annQes; apr&s 1945, quelques pages se limitent a des informations 
exterieures et a des aspects spectaculaires mais marginaux 
(th6orie des jeux, cybernetique) plutot qu’aux disciplines plus 
traditionnelles et plus fondamentales, traitdes en quelques 
lignes. 
Pour ce suppldment, la bibliographie est trbs br8ve; celle 
des chapitres de Struik est compl&6e de r6fQrences r6centes. 
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REVIEWED BY ARTHUR P, GITTLEMAN 
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIV,, LONG BEACH 
This excellent little book is designed to acquaint the reader 
with Diophantus and with the treatment by his successors of some 
of the problems found in his Arithmetic. Only a knowledge of 
analytic geometry and, in places, some calculus is required. 
In particular, Bashmakova limits her discussion to the 
finding of rational points on quadratic and cubic curves. After 
an introduction to Diophantus, his symbols, and Diophantine 
equations treated geometrically, she gives two very interesting 
sections showing how Diophantus’ methods of solution of certain 
problems in the Arithmetic are equivalent to the geometric 
solution methods developed by Poincar6 and others only around 
1900. Results on similar problems by Vibte and Fermat who 
studied the Arithmetic are described as is the method of 
addition of integrals used by Euler and Jacobi. Finally, she 
considers PoincarB whose work provided the geometric and 
abstract algebraic approach which made it possible to see 
eqivalent methods underlying the earlier studies dating back to 
Diophantus . 
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This book is fascinating. The author shows how the same idea 
has arisen at various times in arithmetic, analytic, algebraic, 
and geometric guises. Her presentation is ideally suited to 
interest the reader both in the history of mathematics and in 
modern mathematics itself. An English translation is called for. 
Razvitie teorii chisel v Rossii. By E. P. Ozhigova. Leningrad 
(Izd Nauka),1972. 360 pp. lr, 80k. 
REVIEWED BY CLAS-OLOF SELENIUS, UPPSALA 
This book is a concise history of the number theory in Russia, 
that is, up to the Revolution of 1917. It begins with a short 
general survey of the development of Russian number theory and 
its history. In Ch. 2-5 the author describes in detail the works 
and results of Euler, Bunyakovskii,and Chebyshev. Chapters 5-9 
deal with the schools of Petersburg, Moscow, the Ukraine, and 
Dorpat. In the chapter on Euler, the contemporaries Lagrange, 
Goldbach, Kraft, Fuss, and Collins are treated. Likewise 
Lobachevskii and Ostrogradskii are taken up in connection with 
Bunyakovskii. The famous Petersburg school is here represented 
among others by Korkin, Zolotarev, A, A. Markov (also his 
brother V. A. Markov), Voronoi, Ivanov (algebraic numbers, 
primes), and Uspenskii. All representatives of the Moscow 
school mentioned were pupils of Bugaev. The old Swedish univer- 
sity Dorpat is here represented by Bartels and Minding. 
An abundance of bibliographical references is given: 39 pages 
of papers by the mathematicians mentioned, and 18 pages of 
publications about them. 
In accordance with its title, this book really describes the 
development of number theory in Russia. It does not give much 
information about the lives of the related men. In fact, it is 
an excellent completion of the standard work of Dickson as far 
as the Russian contribution to number theory is concerned. 
Classical and Modern Integration Theories. By Ivan N. Pesin. 
New York (Academic Press, Probability and Mathematical 
Statistics Series #8), 1970. 213 pp. $13.25. 
REVIEWED BY E,J, BARBEAU 
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO 
This volume is best described as a handbook. The author has 
deliberately avoided extensive discussion of the theories, 
preferring instead to present the reader with "raw material" and 
some guidelines so that he would arrive at his own conclusions. 
The result is a clean, convenient, and orderly array of 
definitions, brief descriptions, theorems, and examples. Proofs 
